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ABSTRACT The experimentally observed 31P lineshapes and transversal relaxation of 15% (wt/wt) M13, 30% M13, and 30% tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) are compared with lineshapes and relaxation curves that are simulated for various types of rotational diffusion using
the models discussed previously (Magusin, P. C. M. M., and M. A. Hemminga. 1993. Biophys. J. 64:1851-1860). It is found that isotropic
diffusion cannot explain the observed lineshape effects. A rigid rod diffusion model is only successful in describing the experimental data
obtained for 15% M13. For 30% M13 the experimental lineshape and relaxation curve cannot be interpreted consistently and the TMV
lineshape cannot even be simulated alone, indicating that the rigid rod diffusion model does not generally apply. A combined diffusion
model with fast isolated motions of the encapsulated nucleic acid dominating the lineshape and a slow overall rotation of the virion as a
whole, which mainly is reflected in the transversal relaxation, is able to provide a consistent picture for the 15 and 30% Ml 3 samples, but
not for TMV. Strongly improved lineshape fits for TMV are obtained assuming that there are three binding sites with different mobilities.
The presence of three binding sites is consistent with previous models of TMV. The best lineshapes are simulated for a combination of
one mobile and two static sites. Although less markedly, the assumption that two fractions of DNA with different mobilities exist within
M13 also improves the simulated lineshapes. The possible existence of two 31P fractions in Ml 3 sheds new light on the nonintegral ratio
2.4:1 between the number of nucleotides and protein coat subunits in the phage: 83% of the viral DNA is less mobile, suggesting that the
binding of the DNA molecule to the protein coat actually occurs at the integral ratio of two nucleotides per protein subunit.
INTRODUCTION
Bacteriophage M 13 has a cylindrical shape with a length
of ~-900 nm and a varying outer diameter between 6 and
10 nm depending on the relative humidity (1, 2). The
molecular mass ofthe phage is - 16 MD. Its genome is a
circular single-stranded DNA molecule of 6,407 nucleo-
tides (3) protected by a protein coat mainly consisting of
,-2,700 copies of the gene-8 protein. The DNA mole-
cule is situated along the virion in a core of <2.5 nm
wide. Studies by x-ray fiber diffraction applied to bacte-
riophage fd, which is closely related toM 13, indicate that
the symmetry ofthe protein coat involves a five-fold ax-
ial rotation axis combined with a two-fold axial screw
axis of pitch 32 A (4). Much less is known about the
geometry of the encapsulated DNA molecule. The ab-
sence of DNA reflections in earlier reported x-ray pat-
terns has led to the conclusion that the molecule is mo-
bile or disordered (5), but later results show that some
regular DNA structured with a pitch of 27 A may exist
and that many of the bases are stacked axially - 3.4 A
apart (4). Substantial base stacking is detected by ultravi-
olet (UV) spectroscopy as well (6), but the distance of
3.4 A is difficult to reconcile with the mean axial rise of
2.7 A expected for homogeneous distribution of DNA
along the inside of the protein coat, as commonly as-
sumed (4, 7). Raman spectra of fd contain the charac-
teristics of nucleoside sugar pucker and glycosyl torsion
typical for A-DNA. However, only 20% ofthe viral DNA
at most seems to have the regular phosphodiester back-
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bone found in A-DNA (8). In fact, infrared linear
dichroism results indicate that the DNA backbone
mainly has a B-type conformation (9). Phosphorus solid
state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies ap-
plied to bacteriophage fd have indicated that the DNA
within the virion is relatively immobile (10), probably
as a consequence ofthe electrostatic interaction between
the negatively charged phosphodiesters in the DNA to
the positively charged lysine residues located on the in-
side of the tubular protein coat. There are no signs for
any regularity in the DNA structure present in the spec-
tra of oriented fd gels ( 1). The motional narrowing of
the phosphorus lineshape observed for unoriented and
oriented fd gels has been interpreted qualitatively in
terms ofboth rotational diffusion ofthe virion as a whole
around its length axis (10) and limited motions present
in the DNA backbone ( 11).
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is a rod-shaped single-
stranded RNA virus with a length of 3,000 A and an
outer diameter of 180 A. The protein coat is formed by
2,200 subunits (Mr = 17,500) arranged in a helix with 49
subunits per three turns. In contrast to the DNA mole-
cule in fd, the structure of the RNA molecule, which
consists of 6,600 nucleotides, has been well determined.
It is buried within the coat between layers of subunits,
following the protein helix with three nucleotides per
protein subunit at a radius of -40 A ( 12). Three sorts of
binding between RNA and protein subunits insideTMV
have been suggested: electrostatic interactions between
phosphodiesters and arginine residues, hydrophobic in-
teractions between the nucleotide bases and the left ra-
dial a-helix of the subunits, and hydrogen bridges ( 13 ).
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As a consequence of the regular RNA geometry, three
types ofphosphorus nuclei can be distinguished inNMR
spectra of oriented TMV samples and in magic angle
spinning (MAS)NMR spectra ofTMV. The three phos-
phorus resonances in the spectrum of oriented TMV
samples have different linewidths that have been as-
signed to varying degrees ofdisorder in the orientation of
the phosphates in the various binding sites of the coat
protein ( 14). In MAS spectra ofTMV, two lines strongly
overlap indicating similar electronic environments for
two of three binding sites ( 14, 15 ).
To gain information about the dynamic behavior of
the nucleic acid backbone in M13 and TMV, we used 31P
solid state NMR spectroscopy. In a previous report we
demonstrated how isotropic diffusion and various types
of uniaxial diffusion influence 31p NMR lineshapes and
transversal relaxation theoretically ( 16). Here we will
compare the experimental NMR results with the out-
come of these simulations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and purification of M13
and TMV
M 13 bacteriophage was grown and purified as described by Spruijt et
al. ( 17) except for 10 mM Tris, 0.2 mM EDTA being used as the final
dialyzing and storage buffer. TMV was prepared as described previ-
ously ( 15 ). Gels containing 30% (wt/wt) TMV or up to 20% M 13 were
directly obtained from the storage suspensions by centrifugating for 4 h
in a Ti-75 rotor (model Ti-75; Beckman Instruments, Inc., Palo Alto,
CA) at 55,000 rpm. To prepare gels containing more Ml 3, wet Ml 3
pellets were concentrated further by drying. Finally, the wet pellets
were spread out on the inside of the centrifuge tube and the material
was dried under a flow of air during 2-8 h at slightly below room
temperature. For maximal homogeneity ofhumidity within the pellets,
the material was repelleted at low speed and spread out again on the
inside ofthe centrifuge tube several times during the drying procedure.
The change ofwater content in the drying pellets was roughly followed
by weighing and finally determined by measuring the phage concentra-
tion spectrophotometrically using A260 = 3.80 (0.1% wt/vol, 1-cm path
length) forM 13 and A260 = 3.00 for TMV. Samples were prepared .12
h before the NMR experiments and were stored at 4VC.
NMR methods
NMR spectra were recorded on a spectrometer (model CXP300;
Bruker Instruments, Inc., Billerica, MA) operating at a 31P NMR fre-
quency of 121.5 MHz. Because of the dielectric properties ofwet M13
and TMV gels, the 7r/2 pulse was carefully set to 5 ,s on the weak 31p
signal of the sample itself. For cross-polarization experiments, the
Hartmann-Hahn condition was found by measuring the 'H 7r/2 pulse
length directly on the water signal and setting it equal to the 31p wX/2
pulse length. In all experiments a CYCLOPS phase alternation was
used to remove the effects of pulse imperfections and high power pro-
ton decoupling was on during refocussing delays and acquisition time.
Sample tubes were sealed with glue to keep the water content in the
gel constant. This was checked by comparing the sample weight before
and after the experiments. Temperature was controlled by a tempera-
ture unit (Bruker Instruments, Inc.) connected to a thermocouple posi-
tioned at a 3-cm distance from the sample coil. This system was cali-
brated using an 1010 fluoroptic thermometer (model 1010; ASEA,
Vasteris, Sweden). The glass fiber detection probe of this instrument
does not contain electronic parts and therefore functions correctly in
strong electromagnetic fields, so that the temperature can be measured
inside the sample during the actual pulse experiment. The fluoroptic
thermometer could only be used for calibration, because sample tubes
could not be sealed completely with the temperature fiber penetrating
through the tube cap. Substantial differences were observed between
the indication ofthe fluoroptic thermometer and the Bruker unit, espe-
cially below room temperature, because a temperature gradient existed
within the probehead between the sample directly cooled by a flow of
nitrogen and the probewall heated by the surrounding shimming coils.
The fluoroptic thermometer also showed that the immediate heating
effect by high power decoupling was much stronger than estimated
from the steady state indication ofthe temperature unit (Bruker Instru-
ments, Inc.).
Spectra were recorded using cross-polarization and a Hahn echo
pulse sequence to remove the effect ofprobe ringing on the weak signal.
For recording standard spectra the echo was made to occur 60 us after
excitation. Transversal relaxation was studied by acquiring the Hahn
echoes for a series ofrefocussing delays and analyzing them in a powder
average way by fitting an exponential curve to the echo decay directly.
Longitudinal relaxation was determined using the direct inverse recov-
ery pulse sequence, followed by curve fitting applied to the spectra after
Fourier transformation. Because in Ml 3 gels 31p longitudinal relax-
ation is much slower than transversal relaxation, it was possible to
develop a T,-filtered T2 experiment by combining the Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) experiment for the T2 measurement ( 18) and
the progressive saturation method for the T, measurement. This en-
abled us to investigate a possible correlation between longitudinal and
transversal relaxation in M 13 gels ( 19, 20). The pulse spacing in the
CPMG sequence was set to 650 As, because spinlocking effects oc-
curred at smaller pulse interspacing. At the end ofthe acquisition time
of 20 ms an additional 7r/2 pulse was given to reduce longitudinal
magnetization effects due to pulse imperfections. The repetition time
was varied from 2 to 24 s.
Simulation procedures
Phosphorus NMR lineshapes and powder average transversal relax-
ation decays at 121.5 MHz have been simulated for isotropic, uniaxial,
and combined diffusion using self-made Fortran programs as described
previously ( 16). For 31P NMR in Ml 3, relative chemical shift tensor
values aps - aO = 77 ppm, o-Y, - aO = 18 ppm, and a,, - a. = -95 ppm
were taken (where ao is the isotropic shift), as obtained from analysis of
sideband intensities in several MAS spectra of dehydrated and frozen
samples recorded at 202.5 MHz. These values correspond within exper-
imental error to the values reported for bacteriophage fd, which is
closely related to M13 ( 10). For TMV the values 83, 25, and -108
ppm were taken from the literature ( 14). In simulations forM 13 it was
assumed that a random distribution of shift tensor orientations exists
within the phage, much like the random orientations of microcrystal-
lites within a MAS spinner. ForTMV the orientation of31p shift tensor
for the three different binding sites with respect to the rod-shaped TMV
was approximately derived from the 31P atomic coordinates ( 13), as-
suming that in phosphodiesters the a,,> lies in the direction ofthe bisec-
tor ofthe O-P-O angle (as opposed to the RO-P-OR' angle) and that a,.
lies in the O-P-O plane, as well (21 ). From these approximate tensor
orientations (fl, 'y) the chemical shift values of the three 31P NMR
lines in the spectrum of an oriented sample ofTMV were calculated.
By comparing these shift values with the ones calculated earlier ( 14),
we found that sites 1, 2, and 3 as labeled by Stubbs and Stauffacher ( 13)
probably correspond to the lines A, C, and B, respectively, according to
the labeling by Cross et al. ( 14). Because the calculated shift values
differ from the experimentally observed ones ( 14), we slightly modi-
fied the angles hi such that the three 31p lines shifted to the observed
positions in the spectrum of oriented TMV without changing their
frequency order. These modified angles fl and the unchanged angles yj
were used to define the orientation of 31p tensors within TMV (Table
1 ). The best fits to the experimental lineshapes ofM 13 andTMV were
found by a least-square fitting, allowing height, baseline, and isotropic
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TABLE 1 Labeling of the three binding sites in TMV in different papers and the orientation of the three shift tensors with respect to the
axis of TMV as calculated from model coordinates* and refined from the shift in the oriented spectrum*
Label
Ref. 13 Ref. 12 Ref. 14 Calculated iB Calculated y Calculated a Observed a* Refined fB
rad ppm rad
1 2 A 0.85 1.21 -29.2 +27 1.03
2 1 C 0.63 0.81 -51.9 0 0.93
3 3 B 0.48 1.02 -76.6 -25 0.75
Reference 13.
* Reference 14.
shift of simulated lineshapes to vary. Simulated transversal relaxation
curves were fitted to the experimental relaxation decays with only
height as a variable.
RESULTS
The 'H decoupled 31PNMR spectra ofsamples of 15 and
30% (wt/wt) M13 and 30% (wt/wt) TMV at 121.5 (Fig.
1 a) and at 202.5 MHz (not shown) show the character-
istic lineshape caused by chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA). From these spectra the difference between the
largest and the smallest CSA tensorvalue a,- a, ,, can
be directly estimated as 170 ppm for M1 3 and 190 ppm
for TMV. Lineshape discontinuities are only partially
defined in the spectra of M1 3 and TMV gels. The
powder average decays of 31p NMR Hahn echoes fit well
to single exponentials for the two M 13 samples and rea-
sonably for TMV (Fig. 2 a). In this way, transversal re-
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Taxation times T2e of0.39, 0.79, and 1.5 ms are found for
31p in 15, and 30%M 13 and 30% TMV gels, respectively.
The results above have been obtained using cross-polari-
zation, but no significant differences in lineshapes or re-
laxation rates are observed when direct excitation is
used.
To gain more information about the mechanism caus-
ing transversal relaxation, M 13 gels have been studied at
various frequencies, concentrations, and temperatures.
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FIGURE I Experimental and simulated 31P lineshapes obtained for
15% (wt/wt) M13 (left; 2,560 scans), 30% M13 (middle; 768 scans),
and 30% TMV (right; 512 scans). Experimental spectra (a) are ob-
tained by Fourier transformation of the echo at 60 gs created by a r
pulse of 10 ,s centered at 30 ,s; best-fitting lineshapes by Fourier trans-
formation of echoes (b) and free induction decays (c) simulated for
isotropic diffusion; best echo simulated for rigid rod diffusion (d); best
echo simulated for combined diffusion (e); best echo simulated for
combined diffusion with two (left and central columns) or three (right
column) internal components; for diffusion coefficients and restriction
halfangles see text.
FIGURE 2 Experimental (a) and simulated (b-f) 3"P transversal relax-
ation decays for 15% M13 (left) 30% M13 (middle), and 30% TMV
(right); for 15% M 13 32 echoes were measured at subsequent multiples
of 25 As starting at 25 As, including the finite pulse length of 10 As (left,
a); for 30% M13 32 echoes were measured at subsequent multiples of
50 As starting at 50 As (center, a); for 30% TMV 32 echoes were mea-
sured at subsequent multiples of 100 *s starting at 200 As (right, a);
decay for best Fourier-transformed echo (b) and FID (c) simulated for
isotropic diffusion; best decay simulated for rigid rod diffusion (d),
best decay simulated for combined diffusion (e), best decay simulated
for combined diffusion with two (left and middle, f) or three (right, f )
internal components; for diffusion coefficients and restriction halfan-
gles see text.
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In these studies it was generally observed that T2e times,
obtained by single-exponential fitting, decrease with
magnetic field strength and increase with decreasing tem-
perature and hydration, i.e., with increasing sample vis-
cosity. Proton-decoupled T2e values measured for gels of
M 13 in D20, are shorter than the corresponding values
measured for equally concentrated gels in H20. This is
presumably due to static 2H-31P dipolar interactions,
which could not be eliminated in our experiments. In
contrast to T2e, the longitudinal relaxation time T, does
not vary significantly for Ml 3 concentrations between
10 and 40% (wt/wt) and temperatures between 10 and
40'C. In this range of concentrations and temperatures,
an average T, value of 4.0 ± 0.4 s is measured at 121.5
MHz. Only at low hydration T, becomes larger, e.g., 8 s
for 80% Ml 3. The large difference between T, and T2
makes it possible to carry out hybrid relaxation experi-
ments. It is found in these experiments that the transver-
sal relaxation time TP, measured from the decay of
CPMG echoes, is roughly independent of the repetition
rate and that the longitudinal relaxation time is approxi-
mately the same for all the CPMG echoes. Thus, no T,
filtering effect on T2CP, nor TUP filtering effect on T, is
detectable. Transversal relaxation rates as obtained from
the decay ofCPMG echoes in our hybrid experiments do
not differ significantly from the rates observed in the
Hahn echo decay for the pulse interspacing (650 ius)
used. Ifthe pulse interspacing is decreased, however, T2jP
becomes longer.
DISCUSSION
The width of the observed 31P NMR line and its propor-
tionality to the magnetic field provide strong evidence
for CSA being the dominant line-broadening factor in
31P spectra of Ml 3 and TMV gels. Because line discon-
tinuities characteristic for static CSA are only partially
defined in the experimental spectra, other influences on
the lineshape should be considered as well. As no pro-
tons are directly bound to 31P in the nucleic acid back-
bone, the high power proton decoupling used is suffi-
cient to remove heteronuclear dipolar broadening from
the spectra completely. The large distance between sub-
sequent phosphorus nuclei of about 6-7 A in TMV and
presumably in M 13 as well ( 13, 22) and the low gyro-
magnetic ratio of phosphorus nuclei, rule out the possi-
bility that homonuclear dipolar coupling has a strong
effect on the 31P resonance line. This finally leaves mo-
tional narrowing as the most likely explanation for the
absence of sharp line discontinuities. Indeed, in M13
spectra the narrowing effect appears more pronounced
at high hydration (Fig. 1).
In contrast to their effect on the lineshape, hydration
and temperature strongly influence transversal relax-
ation of phosphorus nuclei in M 13. For example, as hy-
dration decreases from 85 to 70%, T2e doubles from 0.39
to 0.79 ms. Because at higher hydration and temperature
more motion is probably present in Ml 3 gels, T2e ap-
trend expected from Redfield theory. The value of T2e of
1.5 ms found for TMV suggests that 31P mobility in 30%
TMV gels is less than inM 13 gels at a comparable hydra-
tion percentage. Several transversal relaxation mecha-
nisms can be considered to explain this effect. High
power decoupling, as used in our experiments, is suffi-
cient to remove static 'H-31P dipolar coupling effects
from the transversal relaxation decay, as was tested by
varying the decoupling power. It does not, however, elim-
inate the relaxating influence ofhighly mobile water pro-
tons in the vicinity of 31p. T2 experiments in D20 to
evaluate this solvent effect suffer from the difficulty that
deuterons exchange with protons in the virion and
thereby cause static 2H-31P dipolar effects, which cannot
be removed unless deuterons are decoupled at a third
frequency. In principle, the observed T2e increase at de-
creasing hydration could indeed result from the removal
of mobile water protons close to 31P. For motions with
such short correlation times, however, T2 should in-
crease with increasing mobility, which is inconsistent
with the observed decrease of T2e at increasing tempera-
ture. This indicates that the relaxating influence ofwater
close to 31p is relatively unimportant. Neither can 31p_
31P dipolar coupling account for the observed relaxation,
because for bacteriophage fd this type of coupling seems
to cause the echo intensity to drop to e-' of its initial
value after 2.6 ms (22), which is long compared with the
T2e values found in our experiments. However, chemical
shift fluctuations caused by motions can also spoil the
refocussing of transversal coherence by ir pulses and
thereby shorten T2e (23). For very slow motions such a
mechanism would explain the observed T2e trend ( 16).
In the fast motion region, where T2e increases as the mo-
tional frequency increases, the observed T2e trend can
only be the consequence ofan increase ofboth motional
amplitude and frequency together.
As the dynamic behavior of "naked" nucleic acids is
already complex with a variety of internal motions tak-
ing place in a wide frequency range (24), the assumption
of one single type of motion explaining all experimental
31P data obtained for M13 and TMV is probably too
simple. In fact, the absence ofcorrelation between longi-
tudinal and transversal relaxation as observed for Ml 3
in our hybrid relaxation experiments and their different
dependence on hydration suggest that T, and T2e are
governed by different types of independent motions.
The relative similarity between spectra of 15 and 30%
Ml 3 gels in contrast with their large T2e difference also
indicates that lineshapes and transversal relaxation
could well be dominated by different motions. A fact
that further complicates the analysis of experimental re-
sults is that motional variations probably occur because
oflocal viscosity variations within the gel and differences
in local 31P environments within the virion. Neverthe-
less, we have used the simple diffusion models for phos-
phorus mobility in M 13 and TMV described in the pre-
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vious paper (16) to interpret the experimental line-
shapes and transversal relaxation decays in a more quan-
titative manner.
Isotropic diffusion
The combined effect of uncorrelated internal backbone
motions and overall virion motions on 31p NMR line-
shapes and relaxation decays can be assumed to be
roughly comparable to the effect ofrandom 31p diffusion
in a viscous solution. This hypothesis was tested using
the isotropic diffusion model discussed previously ( 16).
For this type of diffusion, however, no echo lineshapes
can be simulated that fit well to the experimental line-
shapes of M1 3 and TMV. The relatively best, least-
square fits for 15 and 30%M 13 and 30% TMV are found
for a diffusion coefficient of 6, 5, and 5 kHz, respectively
(Fig. 1 b), but for these diffusion constants the simulated
transversal relaxation is much too fast (Fig. 2 b). Clearly,
the observed motional effects cannot be described by un-
restricted, isotropic diffusion.
In the case of restricted motion, boundary effects be-
come more significant as time increases. As a conse-
quence, the isotropic diffusion model may provide a bet-
ter description for the lineshape, defined by the quickly
decaying free-induction decay, than for the relatively
slow transversal relaxation. Therefore, neglecting T2e an-
isotropy, we have also compared Fourier-transformed
free-induction decays with the observed 31P lines. Again,
no lineshapes can be calculated that fit well to the experi-
mental lineshapes. For TMV the simulated lineshape
that relatively fits the best is the static lineshape (Fig. 1
c). Using the equation for ultraslow isotropic diffusion
discussed previously ( 16), the observed relaxation curve
can be reasonably simulated for a diffusion constant as
small as 0.25 Hz (Fig. 2 c). For 15 and 30% M13 the
relatively best fit is found for 3 and 4 kHz (Fig. 1 c).
Once more, for these diffusion constants the simulated
transversal relaxation is too fast (Fig. 2 c). Obviously,
the isotropic diffusion model does not agree with the
experimental data.
Rigid rod diffusion
By use of a uniaxial diffusion model, the hypothesis is
tested that free or restricted rotation of the virions as
rigid rods about their length axis explains both the ob-
served motional lineshape narrowing and transversal re-
laxation. For several pairs of the diffusion coefficients D
and restriction halfangles X, lineshapes can be simulated
that fit to the experimental lineshape of 15% Ml 3
equally well. A good fit is produced by, for example, free
rotor diffusion with a coefficient of20 kHz, which seems
to confirm an earlier suggestion (10), but the simulated
T2, (0.10 ms) for this case is lower than the experimental
one (0.39 ms). The best fit to both the lineshape and the
relaxation curve is found for a diffusion coefficient of 50
kHz and a restriction halfangle of 1.25 rad. For 30%M 13
the experimental lineshape and transversal relaxation
can hardly be interpreted consistently: the lineshape cal-
culated for 0.75 rad and 200 kHz fits the best, but in this
case the simulated T2e value, 3 ms, is much too high. A
reasonable fit to both the lineshape and the relaxation
curve is produced by a diffusion coefficient of 40 kHz
combined with a restriction halfangle of 1.0 rad. For
TMV even the experimental lineshape alone cannot be
simulated by use ofthe uniaxial diffusion model because
ofthe sharp top in combination with the large linewidth
in the lower part of the line. The most reasonable fit to
both the lineshape and the relaxation curve is found for
D = 25 kHz and X = 0.7 rad.
Although in the highly viscous gels that we studied, the
magnetic field is probably unable to orient the rod-
shaped virus particles, we have also added partial orienta-
tion to the rigid rod model in an attempt to account for
the inconsistency between lineshape effects and trans-
versal relaxation. Indeed, as rotation about the magnetic
field axis does not change the chemical shift, the net re-
laxation becomes slower for given D and X, if the weight
of parallel rod orientations is increased compared with
an isotropic gel. For the same reason, however, motional
narrowing also becomes less pronounced in the simu-
lated spectrum. As a consequence, the experimental line-
shapes and transversal relaxation decays still cannot be
interpreted consistently in terms of rigid rod motion.
For rigid cylinders ofthe same dimensions as M1 3 and
TMV, constants of 55 and 20 kHz can be calculated for
unrestricted diffusion about the cylinder axis in pure
water (25). These values almost equal the diffusion con-
stants 50 and 25 kHz found above for 15% M13 and 30%
TMV. This finding puzzled us, because gels ofM 13 and
especially TMV are highly viscous: are translational and
rotational diffusion in these concentrated gels governed
by different viscosity parameters or do the high values of
the simulated constants indicate collective motions of
segments of the virus rather than rotation of the virus as
a whole? The latter interpretation, however, is difficult to
reconcile with the outcome of curvature studies, which
show that M 13 behaves as a rigid rod and not as a string
of beats (26). Thus, although more successful than the
isotropic diffusion model, the rigid rotor model fails to
provide an unambiguous fit for 30%M 13 and TMV, and
the best diffusion constants that follow from the simula-
tions are much higher than expected for viscous gels.
Combined diffusion
Instead ofregardingM 13 andTMV as rigid rods without
internal mobility, we also considered the possibility that
the nucleic acid backbone within the viruses undergoes
restricted motion, superimposed on rotation ofthe virus
particles as a whole. Such a picture is supported by the
observation that motional narrowing is still prominently
present in spectra of oriented solutions of bacteriophage
fd, which is closely related toM 13 ( 1 ). In the combined
diffusion model used here, the internal motion is simpli-
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fied to fast, restricted rotation about the length axis ofthe
virus and the overall rotation is assumed to be unre-
stricted and very slow. Under these conditions the line-
shape is dominated by the amplitude ofthe internal mo-
tion only, whereas transversal relaxation also reflects the
influence of the overall diffusion ( 16). A good fit to the
lineshape of 30% M13 is calculated for internal rotation
with a restriction halfangle X of0.75 rad (Fig. 1 e). For X
kept at this value, the best fit to the experimental relax-
ation curve is calculated for an overall diffusion coeffi-
cient ofD = 50 Hz (Fig. 2 e). Assuming first that hydra-
tion only influences the overall rotation ofthe virion, an
attempt has been made to simulate the 15% Ml 3 line-
shape for X = 0.75 rad as well. A good fit to the lineshape
is obtained for D = 5 kHz, but the corresponding T2e
(O. 16 ms) is too small. When X is left free to vary, the best
fit to both the lineshape and the relaxation curve of 15%
M13 is obtained for X = 0.9 rad and D = 400 Hz. For
TMV the observed lineshape cannot be simulated well
by use of the combined diffusion model. The relatively
best fit to both the lineshape and the relaxation curve is
found for X = 0.6 rad and D = 3 Hz.
Despite this success in the simulation of Ml 3 line-
shapes, the treatment of the complicated backbone dy-
namics as simple uniaxial rotation is bound to be too
simple. Diffusion models involving more angle fluctua-
tions would probably result in smaller restriction angles
per fluctuating angle than the A values found above. This
should be borne in mide when comparing the halfangles
between 0.6 and 0.9 rad with, for example, backbone
fluctuations of ±270 in the GHz range reported earlier
for DNA (27). Interestingly, unoriented fd solutions
show more motional narrowing than oriented ones at
the same or even lower concentration (10, 11 ), which
suggests that rotation about the length axis of fd does
contribute a significant part to internal motion. That hy-
dration influences both motional frequencies and ampli-
tudes, as observed for M1 3, has been reported for DNA
as well (24) and could be related somehow to the swell-
ing of M13 upon hydration (2).
The low coefficients for overall diffusion as inter-
preted from the observed transversal relaxation better
reflect the macroscopic viscosity of the virus gels than
the values that followed from the rigid rod analysis
above. Although the simulated decays fit well (Fig. 2 e),
the observed decays still fit better to single exponentials
(Fig. 2 a). This may be a consequence ofthe fact that the
combined diffusion model neglects the exponential con-
tribution of fast internal motions to transversal relax-
ation. In the T2, region of interest such a contribution
could only be significant for internal motions with fre-
quencies < 105 Hz. Alternatively, the observed exponen-
tial deviation from the theoretical decays could be ex-
plained by local viscosity variations within the virus gels
because of local hydration differences: contributions of
more rapidly rotating virus particles would mask the
nonexponential character of transversal relaxation close
to t = 0.
Internal mobility variations
The impossibility to produce lineshapes that fit well the
observed TMV line by use of the isotropic, rotor, or
combined diffusion model has led us to include possible
mobility differences among the three binding sites in
TMV in our simulations. Using the fast diffusion model
( 16), a set of 10 lineshapes has been calculated for restric-
tion halfangles X being multiples of0.15 rad up to 1.5 rad
for every ofthe three sites separately. From the three sets
1,000 spectra were generated by making triple combina-
tions. Comparing these combined spectra with the ob-
served TMV spectrum, we generally found that a combi-
nation oftwo static sites and one mobile site greatly im-
proved the lineshape fit. The best fit was produced by a X
value of 0.15 rad for site 1, 1.5 rad for site 2, and 0.3 rad
for site 3 (as labeled by Stubbs and Stauffacher [13 ]; Fig.
1 e). Keeping this optimal combination of three halfan-
gles X fixed, the best fitting T2 decay was calculated for
overall diffusion with a coefficient of 3 Hz (Fig. 2 e). The
model that sites I and 3 undergo only small amplitude
motion, whereas site 2 is relatively mobile, is confirmed
byNMR spectra oforiented TMV samples, in which the
central resonance line is much broader than the other
two ( 11) and by an early TMV model, on the basis of
x-ray results, in which site I and 3 (labeled there as 2 and
3) are in close contact with arginine residues ( 12). A
recently refined model with two arginines binding site I
and site 2 (28) would favor a combination of halfangles
0.15, 0.15, and 0.9 rad for sites 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
which fits to the observed lineshape almost equally well
within experimental error.
Because ofa slight, but systematic mismatch at the top
between the experimental lineshape of30%M 13 and the
best-fitting simulated lineshapes, we have tried to im-
prove the lineshape fit for Ml 3 assuming two 31p frac-
tions with different mobilities. Using the fast diffusion
model, we calculated 10 spectra for A values being multi-
ples of 0.15 rad up to 1.5 rad and combined them in
hundred pairs. For every pair the best bilinear fit to the
experimental lineshape was calculated and the statistical
variance was compared with the other bilinear fits. The
best bilinear fit of all pairs to the lineshape of 30% M 13,
produced by a combination of83% A = 0.6 rad and 17%
A = 1.5 rad, reproduces the experimental lineshape very
well indeed (Fig. 1 e). Keeping the fraction ratio fixed,
we also find for 15% Ml 3 that the lineshape is better
described by a combination of83% A = 0.9 rad and 17%
A = 1.5 rad than by 100% 0.9 rad (Fig. 1 e and d, respec-
tively). For these combinations ofhalfangles the best fits
to the decays of30 and 15%M 13 are obtained for overall
diffusion coefficients of 70 and 550 Hz, respectively
(Fig. 2 e), which are slightly larger than the coefficients
found for the single component model above.
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When, in analogy with TMV, the immobile phospho-
rus fraction in M 13 is associated with the phosphodies-
ters that interact most strongly with coat proteins, the
percentage of83% would indicate that per 10 monomers
forming a unit cell ofthe protein coat, 20 out of24 phos-
phodiesters are actually rigidly bound at a ratio of two
nucleotides per monomer. The same stochiometry is
suggested by the observation that during the extrusion of
a completed virion out of the host cell every gene-5 pro-
tein molecule, which binds four nucleotides, is replaced
by two gene;-8 protein molecules (29). Interestingly,
viral DNA that is twisted into a form resembling a dou-
ble-stranded B-DNA helix with a pitch of 34 A, a diame-
ter of - 20 A and 10 nucleotides per strand per turn,
would fit in the hollow tube formed by the coat proteins
with approximately the same protein/ nucleotide ratio
1:2 and with the axial rise of about 3.4 A per nucleotide
observed in x-ray studies (4). Such a model seems to be
confirmed by infrared linear dichroism results indicating
a B-type backbone conformation as well (9). Perhaps
the indications for maximal 20% A-DNA backbone in
Raman spectra (8) and some regular DNA structure
with a pitch of27 A in diffraction patterns (4) are related
to the mobile fraction of 17% DNA found in our experi-
ments.
Obviously, details of the tentative model of 83% viral
DNA twisted into a sort of double-stranded B-helix
should be specified in agreement with the experimental
data reported until now. Raman spectroscopy has shown
the sugar pucker to be C3'-endo, a feature of double-
stranded A-DNA, rather than C2'-endo, typical for dou-
ble-stranded B-DNA ( 8 ), but the absence ofbasepairing
in the viral DNA could possibly allow such an A-type
sugar puckering in combination with a B-type backbone.
The different symmetries ofthe DNA helix and the pro-
tein coat would cause binding to distort the DNA back-
bone and destroy the equivalence among the phospho-
diesters, which could offer a possible explanation for the
absence of B-DNA backbone characteristics in diffrac-
tion patterns, Raman spectra, and NMR spectra. This
would also explain the characteristics of a disordered
DNA backbone found in 31P NMR spectra of oriented
and MAS samples in contrast to the case of, for example,
TMV, where the RNA molecule and the protein share
the same symmetry and as a consequence the 31p NMR
resonances of the three binding sites can be resolved.
Backbone motions could further strengthen these fea-
tures of disorder, especially under the high hydration
conditions used for sample orientation, when the mo-
tional amplitudes tend to be large (see above).
laxation ofM 13 and TMV cannot be described in terms
of simple isotropic diffusion. The model forM13 diffus-
ing as a rigid rod about its length axis is more successful
for interpreting the NMR results obtained for 15% M13,
although the diffusion coefficient, determined from the
simulations, seems much higher than expected from the
high viscosity of the gel. For 30% Ml 3, however, the
lineshape and transversal relaxation cannot be inter-
preted consistently and for 30% TMV the observed line-
shape cannot even be simulated, indicating that the rigid
rod model does not actually apply. Using a combined
diffusion model, which assumes the lineshape to be dom-
inated by fast internal DNA motions and transversal re-
laxation to reflect slow rotation of the virus as a whole,
we can interpret the NMR results obtained forM 13 in a
consistent way. The diffusion coefficients for the slow
overall diffusion are found to be low, as expected from
the high sample viscosity. The restriction halfangle
found for internal DNA motion indicates that the encap-
sulated DNA has substantial motional freedom. In con-
trast to simulations for M 13, combined diffusion simula-
tions fail to produce the experimental TMV lineshape.
However, significantly improved lineshape fits are ob-
tained for TMV under the assumption that the three
binding sites have different mobilities. The finding that
the best lineshape fits consist of one mobile and two
static phosphodiesters seems to be confirmed by TMV
models deduced from x-ray studies. Combined diffusion
simulations with two components also improve the cal-
culated lineshapes for M13. About 83% ofthe viral DNA
appears to be rigidly bound at a protein/nucleotide ratio
of 1:2. Together with the structural parameters of the
protein coat this ratio suggests that despite the sugar
pucker typical for A-DNA found by Raman spectros-
copy, the backbone structure of83% ofthe encapsulated
DNA molecule may be roughly comparable to the back-
bone structure of double-stranded B-DNA, although
binding to the protein coat probably induces significant
distortions.
In this paper, parameters for 31P mobility in Ml 3 and
TMV have been estimated by assuming motion and
chemical shift anisotropy to be the only factors influenc-
ing the lineshape and transversal relaxation. Especially
in the case ofTMV, however, homonuclear dipolar cou-
pling cannot be excluded as a significant contributor to
the observed transversal relaxation (22). If this relax-
ation mechanism would be included in our simulation
models, the resulting diffusion coefficients would be
lower, but our limited experimental data do not allow
such a refinement. Therefore, values ofthe diffusion coef-
ficients presented in paper are safest when regarded as
upper limits. As for the method of extracting motional
parameters from experimental data by comparison with
simulated data, our experience is that it is risky to ana-
lyze a NMR lineshape or a transversal relaxation decay
alone. Both the lineshape and transversal relaxation
Magusi and emminga NM of
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown by simulations that mo-
tional effects on 31P NMR lineshapes and transversal re-
Magusin and Hemminga 31p NMR of M13 and TMV 1867
should be used to check motional models and obtain
better estimations for the motional parameters.
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